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What’s Happening
Fall 2017
This newsletter notes
upcoming events as
well as a submission
by coalition member
Georgina Price on
cycle
touring
in
Copenhagen.
We
invite all members to
send us write ups like
this to share with the
membership.

This year’s Christmas parade will be held on Sunday November 19, 2017.
To increase the Coalition’s profile, and to remind folks that bicycles are out
and about in the winter, we have submitted a parade entry.
This year’s theme is a “Canadian Christmas” and we are looking for adults
and children, dressed for a Canadian Winter as well as dressed up as
Canadian animals such as beavers, bears, dogs etc. as well as any elves
who may be available. We will be have both cyclists and pedestrians in
this entry.
If you would be able to participate, in any way, or even have a costume
that we could use, please contact Terry ASAP at 250-871-6714.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
THE NEXT AGM WILL BE HELD ON MARCH 6, 2018

HIGH VISIBILITY
Just a reminder to all cyclists that WINTER CONDITIONS are upon us. Car drivers are not expecting cyclists to
be on the road and we are faced with dull, rainy days, shortened daylight hours, and a low sun shining in
everyone’s eyes in both the mornings and afternoons. Additionally, road conditions often mean that cars and
cyclists require more distance to manoeuvre, slow down or stop.
Most of us are keenly aware of the necessity for lights and highly reflective gear. Flashing LEDs, especially
when used in pairs on both the front and the rear, with differing flash patterns and, where possible, different
shapes and colours provide optimum visibility at night.
During the daytime, winter conditions often dictate a need for higher than normal visibility, possibly even riding
with lights on. The Transport Research Laboratory of the Department for Transport in the United Kingdom, has
been looking at the issue of motorcycle visibility, which translates well into cyclist visibility. In 12 studies
dating back as far as 1969, a number of which seemed to show that a fluorescent jacket or similar garb made
riders more visible. However, the paper notes that many of these put the bikes against relatively uniform
backdrops rather than the ever-varying contrast of a moving landscape. One study, from 2011, appeared to show
that drivers saw moving riders more quickly if there was a greater colour contrast between the background and
the rider's clothes. Simply put, for cyclists, it is important to be aware of the landscape that you will be riding
through. For a more detailed read on this, check out the details of the TRL studies on line at:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/bike-blog/2013/jan/10/cycling-high-visibility-safe-fluorescent
So remember - be aware of the weather, road and light conditions and don't head out there assuming you will
automatically be seen just because you've dressed head to toe in incandescent yellow.
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COPENHAGEN
Bicycling in Copenhagen: A friend and I did a 3-week home exchange with family in central Copenhagen this
summer. Now, most people visit that city for one to three days, and do the standard: Little Mermaid, Tivoli
Gardens, The Design Museum, Hamlet’s castle, … you get my picture. We had three weeks to bike around the
city and environs, and see a myriad of tourist sites at our leisure.
The host family kindly supplied us with standard heavy solid black Danish 5-speed bicycles having an internal
gear hub, built-in “Dutch” lock for the rear wheel, fenders, bell, and basket. They also gave us some big old
fluorescent construction worker style vests, and instructed us to wear these vests to identify us as (ignorant and
mildly annoying) bicycling tourists. We did not wear the vests. And, they said in no uncertain terms, we must
not attempt to bike during “rush hours”.
Denmark is cycle-friendly. Designated separated cycle paths are everywhere. Even construction zones have
temporary cycle ramps and bike lanes. Vehicle drivers respect cyclists, as likely they and all their family
members ride bicycles. Cargo bikes are loaded with everything imaginable: playing children; elegant
grandma, her blanket and bouquet of flowers; pets; products for delivery; girlfriends and boyfriends;
etc. Very little spandex was observed, mainly on weekends, and on cyclists having racing road bikes.
In elementary school the children learn the bicycling rules: ride single file unless it’s safe to ride side-by-side;
keep to the right side of the path unless passing; signal with one bell ring when passing but only if you are
concerned the person you’re passing is unaware (polite warning); do shoulder checks before and after passing;
and, use hand signals for turning and stopping (that one you raise your left hand briefly up in the air, seconds
before you pull over, to the right of course). Mirrors on bikes, helmets or glasses were not seen, at all,
everyone shoulder checks. Must be the law. By week three, I had gained enough confidence to ride
aggressively, like the rest of the Danes. They go 20-25 km/hour on those heavy often loaded bikes, battling
head winds, and do seem to be racing each other in an unobtrusive quiet way.
Ok, the weather not so great, constantly windy, and often a few downpours a day. And, mostly flat
cycling. But, a totally hygge (heart warming cozy friendly) country, and really a lot to see. Where else would
you have live nude human art installations in a national gallery?
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Submitted by Georgina Price
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